New Villanitas
in Encinitas
VILLANITAS, NEW
Model: PLAN 2
Area: 1246   B/T Code: VLN
Approximate SQ/FT: 1424

VILLANITAS, NEW
Model: PLAN 3
Area: 1246   B/T Code: VLN
Approximate SQ/FT: 1770
VILLANITAS, NEW
Model: PLAN 4
Area: 1246    B/T Code: VLN
Approximate SQ/FT: 2175

VILLANITAS, NEW
Model: PLAN 5
Area: 1246    B/T Code: VLN
Approximate SQ/FT: 2317
VILLANITAS, NEW
Model: PLAN 6
Area: 1246 B/T Code: VLN
Approximate SQ/FT: 2255

Site Plan - B/T: VLN
Caution: There may be additions or changes to these site plans